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1. Introduction

This document provides an update on the polarized 3He target for the SBS program.
As an SBS dependency, we have established milestones for the polarized 3He target. We
accordingly discuss those milestones, and any changes that have become necessary. We note
that despite shifting several milestones, the “ready date” for the target remains unchanged
at January 2019.

2. Milestones

We show below the polarized 3He target milestones as they were at the time of the
November 2016 SBS review. At that time, the engineering of the full target system had
begun, but consistent with our plan, was still at a relatively early stage. Progress on
engineering has been significant since that time, although we show below a shift in the
completion of engineering by two months, from January of 2018 until March of 2018. This
is largely to provide adequate time for two issues, both of which affect the engineering
design, and will be discussed below. The finish date for the design work on the full target
system, however, is unchanged, as is the projected date for completing the target. In
addition, three milestones related to target cell development and production have also
shifted, causing the beginning of full-scale production to be delayed from November of
2017 until August of 2018. This shift will also not affect the finish date for the target.

• Selection of target-cell design for high luminosity (Nov 2014, completed Oct 2014).

• Conceptual design document complete (Jan 2016, completed Mar 2016).

• Conceptual design review (Mar 2016 , completed Mar 2016).

• Start bench test of 3 liter glass convection target (April 2016, completed Aug 2016).

• Conceptual design frozen (June 2016, completed Oct 2016).

• Test of glass/metal technology complete (June 2016, completed July 2016).

• Begin engineering and design (July 2016, completed May 2016).

• Bench test of 3 liter glass/metal target (Jan 2017→November 2017)

• Simulated beam test on the bench for full scale 6 liter cell (Sept 2017→July 2018).

• Begin production of full-scale cells (Nov 2017→Aug 2018).

• Engineering complete (Jan 2018→March 2018).

• Design of target hardware and instrumentation complete (June 2018, after CDR review
updated to July 2018).
• Target is ready (Jan 2019).

Progress on engineering

The SBS polarized 3He target, that will be used initially for the SBS GnE experiment,
is being designed to conform to a significantly higher figure of merit than the last polar-
ized 3He target to be operated at JLab, which was used for the so-called “Transversity”
experiments. Progress on engineering the new system has been going well, and is following
the conceptual design approved during the March 2016 target review.

Among the design features of the SBS polarized 3He target is accommodating the
magnetic shielding to shield the target from the large SBS magnet that is being used in
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its neutron arm to deflect protons. This is being accomplished using a large soft-iron box,
approximately 2.2 meters on a side. The box is large enough to accommodate the coils
used to provide a roughly 20 Gauss holding field during the Transversity experiments. An
overview of the setup in Hall A for GnE can be seen in Fig. 1 below, with the soft iron box
containing the target toward the center, the beam line coming in from the right, and the
BigBite Spectrometer to the left. The large SBS magnet is just above and to the left of
the box.

Figure 1. Shown above is the engineering model representing the experimental setup for the SBS

GnE experiment. The soft iron box containing the target can be seen toward the center of the

diagram, with the beam line coming in from the right, and the BigBite Spectrometer to the left.

The large SBS magnet is just above and to the left of the soft-iron box. The laser optics are

contained in the “L-shaped” enclosure sitting on top of the iron box.

Another feature of the SBS GnE target design is that the laser power incident on the
target cells will be more than twice as high as was previously the case, and will shine on the
target from two directions, 180◦ apart. Illuminating the target from two directions presents
a particular challenge since the GnE experiment will run with four different kinematic
settings. To accommodate this requirement, the target oven is cylindrical and can rotate,
a significant departure from past target ovens. The oven can be seen toward the center
of the left-hand panel of Fig. 2, located toward the iso-center of the blue Helmholtz coils.
Light is brought into the oven from above using two “periscopes”, the bottom two mirrors
of which are attached directly to the oven. A closeup of the region close to the target cell
itself is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 2. We note that the optics system will be
largely based on compact modules, each of which takes 40 W of (unpolarized) input power,
delivered by an optical fiber, and using one-inch diameter optics, produces two beams with
matching circular polarization. The new compact optics modules are critical to keeping
the optics system manageable while still going to 240 W of total power.

Two issues that are as yet unresolved include the exact geometry and location of the
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coils that will deliver RF for polarimetry measurements, and the mounting structure that
will be used for precise measurements of the direction of the magnetic field, a critical issue
when analyzing the data. It is largely these two issues that cause us to shift the milestone
for the completion of engineering by two months.

Figure 2. Shown at left is a rendering of the GnE target design

emphasizing the target ladder, and the hardware that permits

optical pumping from two directions. Shown above is a view

emphasizing details near the actual target cell, which is 60 cm

in length (previous cells were 40 cm in length).

3. Progress measuring the atomic parameter κ0

At the time of the November 2016 review, our new apparatus for measuring the
atomic parameter κ0, which is important for polarimetry, was in an early stage of its
construction. We have since been working with the system, striving to suppress noise, and
have obtained the highest signal/noise ratio that we have ever achieved when performing
the NMR technique of Adiabatic Fast Passage (AFP). We show both the apparatus (panel
a) and an example of a low-noise signal (panels b and c) in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Shown in 3a is the apparatus we have constructed for measuring the atomic parameter κ0
that is important for polarized 3He polarimetry. In 3b we show an AFP signal from polarized 3He.

In 3c we show the same signal as in 3b, but with the vertical scale expanded by a factor of 20. The

signal-to-noise ratio can be seen to be approaching 1000:1.

The low noise has been achieved largely through two techniques. First, the entire
apparatus (other than the Helmholtz coils) is suspended from bungee cords, thus sup-
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pressing microphonics. Secondly, all active components of the apparatus other than the
Helmholtz coils are contained within aluminum shielding, thus screening electromagnetic
noise. The bungee cords are visible in Fig. 3a, as are most of the aluminum panels used
for electromagnetic shielding (two panels are removed in Fig. 3a to permit viewing the
interior of the apparatus). Also visible toward the lower right corner of Fig. 3a is one of
the aforementioned compact optics modules. The resulting noise is nearly undetectable in
Fig. 3b, so the same signal is shown in Fig. 3c with a vertical scale that enlarges the signal
by a factor of 20.

In the course of our studies with our new apparatus, we have identified an effect that
is important to the engineering of the new target system. When all shielding panels are
in place, we found excessive polarization losses during AFP that we now believe are due
to inhomogeneities in the RF field. The inhomogeneities, we believe, are being caused by
“images” of the RF coils in the various aluminum panels. We are currently quantifying this
effect, and have preliminary evidence that relaxation under resonance conditions (which
for AFP is usually denoted 1/T1ρ) can be characterized by the equation
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where the first term characterizes relaxation due to the static field inhomogeneities, and
the second term characterizes relaxation due to the RF-field inhomogeneities. In all our
target work related to JLab, we have neglected the second term in the above equation and
nevertheless found good agreement with theoretical expectations. It is fortunate that this
effect was brought to our attention during our studies related to κ0, as it will be quite
important working with the new large glass-and-metal GnE target cells. The detective
work leading to our current understanding, however, was somewhat time consuming, and
came at a time when two out of three of our graduate students working on the target had
graduated. As we will describe shortly, this necessarily slowed some of our other work
related to target-cell development and production.

4. Target cell development and production

Since the November review, we have continued our work on target-cell production,
and among other things, have constructed a new “oven” that is used when each target cell
is characterized, in terms of its pressure, the ratio of potassium to rubidium, and other
aspects that define its performance. These measurements involve laser spectroscopy, and
are completely separate from our other bench tests of target-cell performance. The new
oven was necessary because both Stage-I and Stage-II target cells are too large to fit into
the oven we used previously. In Fig. 4 we show the Stage-I target cell “Savior” that was
previously shown during the November review. What we did not show at that time was a
polarization test in which the target was pumped up to a polarization of 65%, higher than
what is required for the GnE experiment. While the test was performed without driving
convection in the cell, and also without simulated beam depolarization, it was performed
with half the laser power that will be used during an actual experiment.
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Figure 4. Shown at left is “Savior”, the first Stage-1 target cell for the An1 experiment. At right is

a measurement of polarization as a function of time, indicating a raw lifetime of roughly 42 hours,

and a corrected lifetime of around 48 hours. Using optical pumping from two directions, the cell

reached a polarization of

The final step in producing a Stage-II target cell involves attaching a thin metal
“window” to each end of the target cell. We had been planning to use a single solid piece
of copper, the only difference from our prior tests with glass-and-metal cells being that
we would use a different alloy. In consulting with the target group at JLab, however, we
have been advised that a sufficiently thin window would be too porous (although with the
right alloy, it would be sufficiently strong). We have thus decided instead to use aluminum,
an option we had considered previously, and the geometry is shown below in Fig. 5. The
construction of the window itself is well within the experience of the JLab target group,
and we are in conversations with Epner (that performs the gold electroplating we use for
metal components) about the best way to bond the aluminum to the copper. We expect
to be testing several options over the next few months, and it is this delay, along with our
work studying the effects of RF-field inhomogeneities, that has caused us to push back the
milestone for a bench test with a State-I target cell fitted with metal end windows.

Figure 5. Shown at right is the geometry

of the end-windows we are planning to

use for the Stage-II target cells. We are

exploring several options for bonding the

aluminum to the copper, including vac-

uum brazing with an indium-based sol-

der.

5. Summary

We are on track to have a finished target and a collection of Stage-II target cells by
January of 2019, which will meet our existing milestone for a finishing date. As described
above, we have pushed back some of the milestones related to the target-cell development
and production, and this was due largely to 1) the need to study the effects of RF field
inhomogeneities since it affects the engineering design, and 2) switching to an aluminum
end window. These delays, including a short delay in finishing the engineering, do not delay
the date by which the target will be ready. Finally, we note that we are very encouraged
by our accumulated experience with the Stage-I target cells, having already achieved our
desired polarization with only half the planned laser power.
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